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This book is geared towards both students as well as professionals who are looking to enter the mobile
(tablet/smartphone) and PC (personal computer) industry as concept artists (for both 2D and 3D
production pipelines) or 2D production artists (game-ready assets). This book is not specifically focused
on game design or game development and is also not a 3D modeling or animation guide. However, certain
aspects of game design, game development, and 3D modeling and animation will impact the visual
development and art creation process. So, at points throughout we will explore topics such as game
engine performance and game mechanics, though at a very high-level, bird's-eye, vantage point and only
as they pertain to the visual development of the various assignments throughout this book. Through the
completion of the exercises and assignments contained within Visual Development for Web & Mobile
Games readers will be guided through the visual development process and execution of a variety of
concepts and assets (final game art). This includes categories such as characters, props, and
backgrounds, within an isometric design template. The categories themselves will relate more to their
function within a very simple game design template than their completed visual representation (e.g., the
"big build-able" category could be anything from a town square to a fire breathing dragon as long as it
fits within the bare bones parameters of the asset types functionality). The concept, theme, and style of
these assets, as well as the world they inhabit, will be completely up to the individual artist. Key Features
Weaves knowledge of classic visual development principles and web/mobile game art production
practices. Assignments and exercises at the end of every chapter allow the reader to create a game art
project from start to finish. Examines both 2D/3D game art pipelines. Includes a companion website with
project files, asset downloads & author created video tutorials.
Create high-performance, visually stunning 3D applications for the Web, using HTML5 and related
technologies such as CSS3 and WebGL—the emerging web graphics standard. With this book, you’ll learn
how to use the tools, frameworks, and libraries for building 3D models and animations, mind-blowing
visual effects, and advanced user interaction in both desktop and mobile browsers. In two
parts—Foundations and Application Development Techniques—author Tony Parisi provides a thorough
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grounding in theory and practice for designing everything from a simple 3D product viewer to immersive
games and interactive training systems. Ideal for developers with Javascript and HTML experience.
Explore HTML5 APIs and related technologies for creating 3D web graphics, including WebGL, Canvas,
and CSS Work with the popular JavaScript 3D rendering and animation libraries Three.js and Tween.js
Delve into the 3D content creation pipeline, and the modeling and animation tools for creating killer 3D
content Look into several game engines and frameworks for building 3D applications, including the
author’s Vizi framework Create 3D environments with multiple objects and complex interaction, using
examples and supporting code Examine the issues involved in building WebGL-based 3D applications for
mobile browsers
A broadly enhanced new edition of Luke Ahearn's cornerstone game art book "3D Game Textures" is here.
When digital art software was in its infancy, most digital art, especially vector art, was textureless. With
the advance in software, it is now possible to incorporate texture into most types of digital art. However,
if the artists cannot build their own textures, they are limited to using commercial textures. In this
enhanced 3rd edition of Luke Ahearn's gem of a book, not only does Luke teach you how to create your
own unique textures, he also teaches how to create shaders (the visual effects - reflections, refractions,
opacity - that make textures come to life) and materials (collections of shaders that fill well together to
map to a particular scene or environment). You can now expand your skill set immeasurably, and create
more compelling, varied art work from scratch. Unlike anything on the market, this book provides an indepth guide to game textures, shaders and materials- with hundreds of high-quality examples. The
companion website includes: demo versions of relevant software; resource images; all images from the
book.
The bestselling book on 3D printing 3D printing is one of the coolest inventions we've seen in our
lifetime, and now you can join the ranks of businesspeople, entrepreneurs, and hobbyists who use it to do
everything from printing foods and candles to replacement parts for older technologies—and tons of
mind-blowing stuff in between! With 3D Printing For Dummies at the helm, you'll find all the fast and
easy-to-follow guidance you need to grasp the methods available to create 3D printable objects using
software, 3D scanners, and even photographs through open source software applications like 123D Catch.
Thanks to the growing availability of 3D printers, this remarkable technology is coming to the masses,
and there's no time like the present to let your imagination run wild and actually create whatever you
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dream up—quickly and inexpensively. When it comes to 3D printing, the sky's the limit! Covers each type
of 3D printing technology available today: stereolithology, selective sintering, used deposition, and
granular binding Provides information on the potential for the transformation of production and
manufacturing, reuse and recycling, intellectual property design controls, and the commoditization of
products Walks you through the process of creating a RepRap printer using open source designs,
software, and hardware Offers strategies for improved success in 3D printing On your marks, get set,
innovate!
Visual Effects Society Handbook
3D Motion Graphics for 2D Artists
The Game Production Toolbox
Artistic Rendering and Cartoon Animation
Mastering the Art of 3D Construction Modeling
The Algorithms and Principles of Non-photorealistic Graphics
Add Blender to your Unity game development projects to unlock new possibilities and
decrease your dependency on third-party creators Key FeaturesDiscover how you can enhance
your games with BlenderLearn how to implement Blender in real-world scenariosCreate new
or modify existing assets in Blender and import them into your Unity gameBook Description
Blender is an incredibly powerful, free computer graphics program that provides a worldclass, open-source graphics toolset for creating amazing assets in 3D. With Mind-Melding
Unity and Blender for 3D Game Development, you'll discover how adding Blender to Unity
can help you unlock unlimited new possibilities and reduce your reliance on third parties
for creating your game assets. This game development book will broaden your knowledge of
Unity and help you to get to grips with Blender's core capabilities for enhancing your
games. You'll become familiar with creating new assets and modifying existing assets in
Blender as the book shows you how to use the Asset Store and Package Manager to download
assets in Unity and then export them to Blender for modification. You'll also learn how
to modify existing and create new sci-fi-themed assets for a minigame project. As you
advance, the book will guide you through creating 3D model props, scenery, and characters
and demonstrate UV mapping and texturing. Additionally, you'll get hands-on with rigging,
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animation, and C# scripting. By the end of this Unity book, you'll have developed a
simple yet exciting mini game with audio and visual effects, and a GUI. More importantly,
you'll be ready to apply everything you've learned to your Unity game projects. What you
will learnTransform your imagination into 3D scenery, props, and characters using
BlenderGet to grips with UV unwrapping and texture models in BlenderUnderstand how to rig
and animate models in BlenderAnimate and script models in Unity for top-down, FPS, and
other types of gamesFind out how you can roundtrip custom assets from Blender to Unity
and backBecome familiar with the basics of ProBuilder, Timeline, and Cinemachine in
UnityWho this book is for This book is for game developers looking to add more skills to
their arsenal by learning Blender from the ground up. Beginner-level Unity scene and
scripting skills are necessary to get started.
"The Algorithms and Principles of Non-photorealistic Graphics: Artistic Rendering and
Cartoon Animation" provides a conceptual framework for and comprehensive and up-to-date
coverage of research on non-photorealistic computer graphics including methodologies,
algorithms and software tools dedicated to generating artistic and meaningful images and
animations. This book mainly discusses how to create art from a blank canvas, how to
convert the source images into pictures with the desired visual effects, how to generate
artistic renditions from 3D models, how to synthesize expressive pictures from textual,
graphical and pictorial data, and how to speed up the production of cartoon animation
sequences with temporal coherence. It is intended for researchers and graduate students
in the fields of computer graphics, digital media arts, and cartoon animation. Dr.
Weidong Geng is a professor at the Department of Digital Media Technology and State Key
Laboratory of Computer Aided Design and Computer Graphics, Zhejiang University, China.
Create high-quality models in no time at all with these comprehensive, full-color,
techniques and tutorials from Antony Ward and David Randall. These step-by-step tutorials
walk readers through the creation of a high-quality female model while teaching you the
basics and principles behind 3D modeling in Silo - including modeling the face and
clothes, creating textures, and posing the character. The companion website includes all
of the tutorial and project files. This book is officially endorsed and co-written by the
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creators of Silo, Nevercenter. Features include:
A handbook for game development with coverage of both team management topics, such as
task tracking and creating the technical design document, and outsourcing strategies for
contents, such as motion capture and voice-over talent. It covers various aspects of game
development.
Tricks of the Windows Game Programming Gurus
Programming 3D Applications with HTML5 and WebGL
The Digital Gaming Handbook
The Adobe Illustrator Wow! Book for CS6 and CC
2D Game Development with Unity
Bridging the Gap Between 2D and 3D Applications
A practical guide to creating real-time responsive online 3D games in Silverlight 3 using C♯, XBAP WPF, XAML, Balder, and Farseer Physics
Engine.
The arrival, and continuing evolution, of high quality 3D objects has been made possible by recent progress in 3D scanner acquisition and 3D
graphics rendering. With this increasing quality comes a corresponding increase in the size and complexity of the data files and the necessity
for advances in compression techniques. Effective indexing to facilitate the retrieval of the 3D data is then required to efficiently store, search
and recapture the objects that have been compressed. The application of 3D images in fields such as communications, medicine and the
military also calls for copyright protection, or watermarking, to secure the data for transmission. Written by expert contributors, this timely text
brings together the three important and complementary topics of compression, retrieval and watermarking techniques for 3D objects. 3D
object processing applications are developing rapidly and this book tackles the challenges and opportunities presented, focusing on the
secure transmission, sharing and searching of 3D objects on networks, and includes: an introduction to the commonly used 3D
representation schemes; the characteristics, advantages and limitations of polygonal meshes, surface based models and volumetric models;
3D compression techniques; the 3D coding and decoding schemes for reducing the size of 3D data to reduce transmission time and minimize
distortion; state of the art responses to the intrinsic challenges of building a 3D-model search engine, considering view-based, structural and
full-3D approaches; watermarking techniques for ensuring intellectual property protection and content security without altering the visual
quality of the 3D object. 3D Object Processing: Compression, Indexing and Watermarking is an invaluable resource for graduate students
and researchers working in signal and image processing, computer aided design, animation and imaging systems. Practising engineers who
want to expand their knowledge of 3D video objects, including data compression, indexing, security, and copyrighting of information, will also
find this book of great use.
"Adobe Illustrator WOW! Book is updated to help intermediate through professional artists and designers get up to speed on the more
creative features of Illustrator and efficiently integrate workflow updates and improvements. With its practical, yet beautiful examples, this
book focuses on real-world tips, tricks, and techniques extracted from the artwork of many of the world's best Illustrator artists.This 14th
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edition of the book will help you harness the most powerful creative features of Adobe Illustrator CS6 and CC (including the latest 2014
release), from painting and generating objects with raster brushes, to creating complex repeating patterns, and inserting Illustrator objects
into an editable 3D perspective grid. You'll learn how to incorporate the vast array of feature enhancements designed to improve object and
text creation and editing, including Live Corners, Live Rectangles, the new Path Reshaping functions, and the Touch Type tool. In addition,
you'll discover how to add automatic corners to pattern brushes, apply gradients to strokes, prepare artwork for animation and the web, and
use Image Trace to transform raster art to vectors. Through real-world step-by-step lessons and stunning artwork, you'll be inspired to master
even the most challenging aspects of Adobe Illustrator"--Publisher's description.
The indie game developer’s complete guide to running a studio. The climate for the games industry has never been hotter, and this is only set
to continue as the marketplace for tablets, consoles and phones grow. Seemingly every day there is a story of how a successful app or game
has earned thousands of downloads and revenue. As the market size increases, so does the number of people developing and looking to
develop their own app or game to publish. The Indie Game Developer Handbook covers every aspect of running a game development
studio—from the initial creation of the game through to completion, release and beyond. Accessible and complete guide to many aspects of
running a game development studio from funding and development through QA, publishing, marketing, and more. Provides a useful
knowledge base and help to support the learning process of running an indie development studio in an honest, approachable and easy to
understand way. Case studies, interviews from other studies and industry professionals grant an first-hand look into the world of indie game
development
2.5D Printing
Compression, Indexing and Watermarking
The Art Direction Handbook for Film & Television
Theory and Practice for Next-Generation Spatial Computing
Mastering Digital 2D and 3D Art
Create Professional 3D Game Worlds
Create high-quality 3D animations and models by using the basic concepts and principles of 3D art presented by GeekAtPlay.com's
Ami Chopine. This handy studio reference breaks down the core concepts into easy-to-understand segments and teaches you the
'why' in addition to the 'how.' Using application agnostic step-by-step tutorials, this book teaches you how to model, pose, and
texture your creations as well as scenery creation, animation, and rendering. Learn which applications are best for your needs and
how you can get started making money in the 3D field. The companion website includes video tutorials, models, project files, and
other resources. This book is endorsed by Daz3d.com and includes exclusive Daz3d models.
The Game Production Toolbox focuses on the nuts and bolts of producing interactive content and how you can organize and
support the creative, technical, and business efforts that are all part of interactive game development. This book isn’t going to tell
you how to design a game or what technologies to use. Instead it provides techniques for and insights into managing, from
concept to release, all the pieces that must come together in order to get a game into the hands of a player. Readers will learn
about each phase of game production: prototyping, defining the requirements, assembling the team, making the game, and
releasing to the players. Interviews from professional game developers give a behind-the-scenes look at what it takes to make a
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game. Key Features A framework for how to get an interactive game from concept to release, including information on financing
and pitching to publishers and investors. Techniques for working with the game development team to get effective prototypes and
documentation to prove out game concept and mechanics. Concrete information on how to plan and execute the different aspects
of game production, such as audio, localization, testing, and software ratings. Advice from industry experts on managing teams,
project management, communicating effectively, and keeping everyone happy. Information about working effectively with
marketing, PR, and other people that are involved with the publishing and release process.
The Digital Gaming Handbook covers the state-of-the-art in video and digital game research and development, from traditional to
emerging elements of gaming across multiple disciplines. Chapters are presented with applicability across all gaming platforms
over a broad range of topics, from game content creation through gameplay at a level accessible for the professional game
developer while being deep enough to provide a valuable reference of the state-of-the-art research in this field. Key Features:
International experts share their research and experience in game development and design Provides readers with inside
perspectives on the cross-disciplinary aspects of the industry Includes retrospective and forward-looking examinations of gaming
Editor: Dr. Roberto Dillon is a leading game studies educator with more than 15 years of experience in the field of game design and
development.
A guide to creating game characters covers such topics as modeling, texturing, mesh optimization, mapping, and animation.
Beginner's Guide
3D Art Essentials
Jumpstart Your Digital Image Creation Power
Modeling in Silo
3D Game Development with Unity
Workflow and Techniques

Offers step-by-step instructions to build objects, environments, and characters.
'Art Head Start' is an art skills training e-book for digital artists and students. It includes Visual Communication (with a
Visual Grammar), detailed discussions on light and color, image composition, image quality analysis and much more.
Many practical methods to enhance clarity and meaning and to add drama to digital images are presented. The
process of creating 2D images from 3D modeled scenes is presented, including products and workflows.
Intermediate to advanced technique coverage, updated for C# 2012and .NET 4.5 This guide is geared towards
experienced programmers looking toupdate and enhance their skills in writing Windows applications,web apps, and
Metro apps with C# and .NET 4.5. Packed withinformation about intermediate and advanced features, this
bookincludes everything professional developers need to know about C#and putting it to work. Covers challenging
.NET features including Language IntegratedQuery (LINQ), LINQ to SQL, LINQ to XML, WCF, WPF, Workflow,
andGenerics Puts the new Async keyword to work and features refreshers on.NET architecture, objects, types,
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inheritance, arrays, operators,casts, delegates, events, strings, regular expressions,collections, and memory
management Explores new options and interfaces presented by Windows 8development, WinRT, and Metro style apps
Includes traditional Windows forms programming, ASP.NET webprogramming with C#, and working in Visual Studio
2012 with C# Professional C# 2012 and .NET 4.5 is a comprehensiveguide for experienced programmers wanting to
maximize thesetechnologies.
This hands-on beginners guide gets you building games fast, all with the awesome Unity engine! You’ll speed past the
basics and use your existing coding skills to create 2D, 3D, and AR/VR games. In Unity in Action, Third Edition, you will
learn how to: Create characters that run, jump, and bump into things Build 3D first-person shooters and third-person
action games Construct 2D card games and side-scrolling platformers Script enemies with AI Improve game graphics
by importing models and images Design an intuitive user interface for your games Play music and spatially-aware
sound effects Connect your games to the internet for online play Deploy your games to desktop, mobile, and the web
Thousands of new game developers have chosen Joe Hocking’s Unity in Action as their first step toward Unity
mastery. Starting with the initial groundwork of a new game development project, you’ll quickly start writing custom
code instead of clicking together premade scripts. This fully updated third edition comes packed with fully refreshed
graphics, Unity’s latest features, and coverage of augmented and virtual reality toolkits. You'll master the Unity
toolset from the ground up, learning the skills to go from application coder to game developer. Foreword by Jesse
Schell. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.
About the technology Writing games is rewarding and fun—and with Unity, it’s easy to get started! Unity handles the
heavy lifting, so you can focus on game play, graphics, and user experience. C# support and a huge ecosystem of
prebuilt components help even first-time developers go from the drawing board to the screen fast. About the book
Unity in Action, Third Edition teaches you to create games with the Unity game platform. It’s many 2D, 3D, and AR/VR
game examples give you hands-on experience with Unity’s workflow tools and state-of-the-art rendering engine. This
fully updated third edition presents new coverage of Unity’s XR toolkit and shows you how you can start building with
virtual and augmented reality. What's inside Create characters that run, jump, and bump into things Script enemies
with AI Play music and spatially-aware sound effects Deploy your games to desktop, mobile, and the web About the
reader For programmers who know any object-oriented programming language. Examples are in C#. About the author
Joe Hocking is a software engineer and Unity expert specializing in interactive media development. Table of Contents
PART 1 FIRST STEPS 1 Getting to know Unity 2 Building a demo that puts you in 3D space 3 Adding enemies and
projectiles to the 3D game 4 Developing graphics for your game PART 2 GETTING COMFORTABLE 5 Building a Memory
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game using Unity’s 2D functionality 6 Creating a basic 2D platformer 7 Putting a GUI onto a game 8 Creating a thirdperson 3D game: Player movement and animation 9 Adding interactive devices and items within the game PART 3
STRONG FINISH 10 Connecting your game to the internet 11 Playing audio: Sound effects and music 12 Putting the
parts together into a complete game 13 Deploying your game to players’ devices
3D Game Textures
Visual Design Concepts For Mobile Games
Art Head Start Ver 1. 0
Creating Augmented and Virtual Realities
3D Printing For Dummies
Advances in Human Factors in Communication of Design
Provides lessons and tutorials covering the essentials of building and compositing 3D elements in 2D work.
This book teaches beginners and aspiring game developers how to develop 3D games with Unity. Thousands of commercial
games have been built with Unity. This book combines a practical, step-by-step approach with explanations of the underlying
theory that are reinforced with hundreds of screenshots and several larger projects. Building on the knowledge developed in
2D Game Development for Unity, this book uses the Blender software for 3D modelling and texturing, GIMP for 2D art, Audacity
for sound effects, and MuseScore for music composition and notation. Readers can follow the step-by-step guides and create an
introductory racing game, a 3D maze game, and a 3D FPS adventure game as they progress through the chapters. The book
contains numerous color illustrations and online access to easily downloadable game assets, code, and project files. Written to
be accessible and easy to follow, this book will be a valuable resource to both beginner and aspiring game developers that want
to develop 3D games with Unity. Franz Lanzinger is an independent game developer, author, and pianist. He is the owner of
Lanzinger Studio located in Sunnyvale, California. His game development career spans almost 40 years starting with the coin-op
classic Crystal Castles at Atari in 1983, continuing with Ms. Pacman and Toobin' for the NES, published by Tengen in 1990. Franz
has been an indie game developer since 1991. He worked on SNES Rampart, Championship Pool, and NCAA Final Four
Basketball, as well as Gubble for the PC, Mac, and PlayStation. This is Franz's third book about game development. He is
currently working on a remaster of Gubble. In his spare time, he is the piano accompanist for the Valley Chorale and the
Serendipity Choir. Go to franzlanzinger.com for the latest news about Franz as well as resources for his books.
In this new and expanded edition of The Art Direction Handbook, author Michael Rizzo now covers art direction for television, in
addition to updated coverage of film design. This comprehensive, professional manual details the set-up of the art department
and the day-to-day job duties: scouting for locations, research, executing the design concept, supervising scenery construction,
and surviving production. Beyond that, there is an emphasis on not just how to do the job, but how to succeed and secure other
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jobs. Rounding out the text is an extensive collection of useful forms and checklists, as well as interviews with prominent art
directors.
Despite popular forays into augmented and virtual reality in recent years, spatial computing still sits on the cusp of mainstream
use. Developers, artists, and designers looking to enter this field today have few places to turn for expert guidance. In this book,
Erin Pangilinan, Steve Lukas, and Vasanth Mohan examine the AR and VR development pipeline and provide hands-on practice
to help you hone your skills. Through step-by-step tutorials, you ll learn how to build practical applications and experiences
grounded in theory and backed by industry use cases. In each section of the book, industry specialists, including Timoni West,
Victor Prisacariu, and Nicolas Meuleau, join the authors to explain the technology behind spatial computing. In three parts, this
book covers: Art and design: Explore spatial computing and design interactions, human-centered interaction and sensory
design, and content creation tools for digital art Technical development: Examine differences between ARKit, ARCore, and
spatial mapping-based systems; learn approaches to cross-platform development on head-mounted displays Use cases: Learn
how data and machine learning visualization and AI work in spatial computing, training, sports, health, and other enterprise
applications
First International Conference, EvoMUSART 2012, Málaga, Spain, April 11-13, 2012, Proceedings
2D Artwork/3D Modeling
Using 3ds Max 8 and Adobe Photoshop CS2
Unleash the power of Unity and Blender to create amazing games
Designing a Digital Portfolio
The Indie Game Developer Handbook

This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the First International Conference on Biologically Inspired
Music, Sound, Art and Design, EvoMUSART 2012, held in Málaga, Spain, in April 2012, colocated with the Evo*
2012 events EuroGP, EvoCOP, EvoBIO, and EvoApplications. Due to its significant growth in the last 10 years,
this 10th EvoMUSART event has become an Evo* conference in 2012. The 15 revised full papers and 5 poster
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 43 submissions. They cover a wide range of topics
reflecting the current state of research in the field, including theory, generation, computer aided creativity,
computational creativity, and automation.
A perfect and direct starting point for a beginner game texture artist! "The Dark Side of Game Texturing" is also
an excellent reference for intermediate artists, or for those who want to further their digital art skills. Learn how
to create game textures similar to the eerie, sinister, and ominous textures seen in great video games like
Quake, Unreal, Half-Life, and Return to Castle Wolfenstein. "The Dark Side Of Game Texturing" features a
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plethora of dynamic, full color, step-by-step texturing tutorials that reflect the nature of those games and more
including military, fantasy, medieval, and sci-fi. You'll learn how to create decals like bullet holes, blast marks,
signs, and more. Sprites such as lightning, fires, and explosions are also covered. Focusing on a topic rarely
covered in other 3D graphics books, this is an ultimate hands-on guide to creating totally cool game textures
that directly reflect the nature of many recently released video games.
Provides a step-by-step guide on how to create a digital portfolio, explaining how to convert a traditional print
format into a digital format of CDs, DVDs, and Web sites.
Tricks of the Windows Game Programmin Gurus, 2E takes the reader through Win32 programming, covering all
the major components of DirectX including DirectDraw, DirectSound, DirectInput (including Force Feedback),
and DirectMusic. Andre teaches the reader 2D graphics and rasterization techniques. Finally, Andre provides the
most intense coverage of game algorithms, multithreaded programming, artificial intelligence (including fuzzy
logic, neural nets, and genetic algorithms), and physics modeling you have ever seen in a game book.
Unity in Action, Third Edition
3D Game Development with Microsoft Silverlight 3
3D Game Environments
Game Character Design Complete
Proceedings of the AHFE 2019 International Conference on Human Factors in Communication of Design, July
24-28, 2019, Washington D.C., USA
This book focuses on the emerging role of human factors in understanding, communicating
with and engaging users. It reports on innovative approaches, highlighting visuals cues,
such as new typographies, geometries and graphics for mobile and computer interfaces. The
book also covers image and video processing, user-focused data compression, generative
visuals, computational photography, and interactive design. Further topics include
creative and empathetic design, human touch in digital graphics and experiential
graphics. Based on the AHFE 2019 International Conference on Human Factors in
Communication of Design, held on July 24-28, 2019, in Washington D.C., USA, this book
reports on new findings, best-practices and case studies, providing readers with a fresh
perspective and novel insights into the applications of human factors for enhancing the
communication of design to users.
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This book teaches beginners and aspiring game developers how to develop 2D games with
Unity. Thousands of commercial games have been built with Unity. The reader will learn
the complete process of 2D game development, step by step. The theory behind each step is
fully explained. This book contains numerous color illustrations and access to all source
code and companion videos. Key Features: Fully detailed game projects from scratch.
Beginners can do the steps and create games right away. No coding experience is
necessary. Numerous examples take a raw beginner toward professional coding proficiency
in C# and Unity. Includes a thorough introduction to Unity 2020, including 2D game
development, prefabs, cameras, animation, character controllers, lighting, and sound.
Includes a step-by-step introduction to Unity 2019.3. Extensive coverage of GIMP,
Audacity, and MuseScore for the creation of 2D graphics, sound effects, and music. All
required software is free to use for any purpose including commercial applications and
games. Franz Lanzinger is the owner and chief game developer of Lanzinger Studio, an
independent game development and music studio in Sunnyvale, California. He started his
career in game programming in 1982 at Atari Games, Inc., where he designed and programmed
the classic arcade game Crystal Castles. In 1989, he joined Tengen, where he was a
programmer and designer for Ms. Pac-Man and Toobin' on the NES. He co-founded Bitmasters,
where he designed and coded games including Rampart and Championship Pool for the NES and
SNES, and NCAA Final Four Basketball for the SNES and Sega Genesis. In 1996, he founded
Actual Entertainment, publisher and developer of the Gubble video game series. He has a
B.Sc. in mathematics from the University of Notre Dame and attended graduate school in
mathematics at the University of California at Berkeley. He is a former world record
holder on Centipede and Burgertime. He is a professional author, game developer,
accompanist, and piano teacher. He is currently working on remaking the original Gubble
game in Unity and Blender.
From a steamy jungle to a modern city, or even a sci-fi space station, 3D Game
Environments is the ultimate resource to help you create AAA quality art for a variety of
game worlds. Primarily using Photoshop and 3ds Max, students will learn to create
realistic textures from photo source and a variety of techniques to portray dynamic and
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believable game worlds. With detailed tutorials on creating 3D models, applying 2D art to
3D models, and clear concise advice on issues of efficiency and optimization for a 3D
game engine, Luke Ahearn gives you everything students need to make their own realistic
game environments.
2D Artwork/3D Modeling3D Art EssentialsTaylor & Francis
Evolutionary and Biologically Inspired Music, Sound, Art and Design
Multiplatform game development in C#
Conquering the 3rd Dimension
The Dark Side of Game Texturing
Professional C# 2012 and .NET 4.5
How to Draw and Sell Digital Cartoons
Wisdom from the best and the brightest in the industry, this visual effects bible belongs on the shelf
of anyone working in or aspiring to work in VFX. The book covers techniques and solutions all VFX
artists/producers/supervisors need to know, from breaking down a script and initial bidding, to digital
character creation and compositing of both live-action and CG elements. In-depth lessons on
stereoscopic moviemaking, color management and digital intermediates are included, as well as
chapters on interactive games and full animation authored by artists from EA and Dreamworks
respectively. From predproduction to acquisition to postproduction, every aspect of the VFX
production workflow is given prominent coverage. VFX legends such as John Knoll, Mike Fink, and
John Erland provide you with invaluable insight and lessons from the set, equipping you with
everything you need to know about the entire visual effects workflow. Simply a must-have book for
anyone working in or wanting to work in the VFX industry.
Summary Manning's bestselling and highly recommended Unity book has been fully revised! Unity in
Action, Second Edition teaches you to write and deploy games with the Unity game development
platform. You'll master the Unity toolset from the ground up, adding the skills you need to go from
application coder to game developer. Foreword by Jesse Schell, author of The Art of Game Design
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the Technology Build your next game without sweating the low-level details. The
Unity game development platform handles the heavy lifting, so you can focus on game play, graphics,
and user experience. With support for C# programming, a huge ecosystem of production-quality
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prebuilt assets, and a strong dev community, Unity can get your next great game idea off the drawing
board and onto the screen! About the Book Unity in Action, Second Edition teaches you to write and
deploy games with Unity. As you explore the many interesting examples, you'll get hands-on practice
with Unity's intuitive workflow tools and state-of-the-art rendering engine. This practical guide
exposes every aspect of the game dev process, from the initial groundwork to creating custom AI
scripts and building easy-to-read UIs. And because you asked for it, this totally revised Second Edition
includes a new chapter on building 2D platformers with Unity's expanded 2D toolkit. What's Inside
Revised for new best practices, updates, and more! 2D and 3D games Characters that run, jump, and
bump into things Connect your games to the internet About the Reader You need to know C# or a
similar language. No game development knowledge is assumed. About the Author Joe Hocking is a
software engineer and Unity expert specializing in interactive media development. Table of Contents
PART 1 - First steps Getting to know Unity Building a demo that puts you in 3D space Adding enemies
and projectiles to the 3D game Developing graphics for your game PART 2 - Getting comfortable
Building a Memory game using Unity's 2D functionality Creating a basic 2D Platformer Putting a GUI
onto a game Creating a third-person 3D game: player movement and animation Adding interactive
devices and items within the game PART 3 - Strong finish Connecting your game to the internet
Playing audio: sound effects and music Putting the parts together into a complete game Deploying
your game to players' devices
Provides step-by-step instructions on creating digital 2D and 3D portraits and figures.
A guide that examines the history and current state of 2.5D printing and explores the relationship
between two and three dimensions 2.5D Printing: Bridging the Gap Between 2D and 3D Applications
examines the relationship between two- and three-dimensional printing and explores the current
ideas, methods, and applications. It provides insights about the diversity of our material culture and
heritage and how this knowledge can be used to design and develop new methods for texture printing.
The authors review the evolving research and interest in working towards developing methods to:
capture, measure and model the surface qualities of 3D and 2D objects, represent the appearance of
surface, material and textural qualities, and print or reproduce the material and textural qualities.
The text reflects information on the topic from a broad range of fields including science, technology,
art, design, conservation, perception, and computer modelling. 2.5D Printing: Bridging the Gap
Between 2D and 3D Applications provides a survey of traditional methods of capturing 2.5D through
painting and sculpture, and how the human perception is able to judge and compare differences. This
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important text: Bridges the gap between the technical and perceptual domains of 2D and 3D printing
Discusses perceptual texture, color, illusion, and visual impact to offer a unique perspective Explores
how to print a convincing rendering of texture that integrates the synthesis of texture in fine art
paintings, with digital deposition printing Describes contemporary methods for capturing surface
qualities and methods for modelling and measuring, and ways that it is currently being used
Considers the impact of 2.5D for future technologies 2.5D Printing is a hands-on guide that provides
visual inspiration, comparisons between traditional and digital technologies, case studies, and a
wealth of references to the world of texture printing. Please visit the companion website at:
www.wiley.com/go/bridging2d3d . www.wiley.com/go/bridging2d3d
Game Development and Production
Mind-Melding Unity and Blender for 3D Game Development
Beginning Game Art in 3DS Max 8
Create Professional Game Art Using Photoshop
Unity in Action
The VES Handbook of Visual Effects
Describes the process, methods, and tools for digital cartooning; analyzes cartooning from inspiration to layout, drawing, and coloring; and
provides advice for would-be digital cartoonists.
Industry Standard VFX Practices and Procedures
Multiplatform Game Development in C#
3D Animation and Visualization for Web Pages
3D Object Processing
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